


loss. This situation makes us feel fully dependant on our  hard working parents. It is degrading at
our age  having to realize our financial failure which is affecting all of us.

The Government has taken away our assets and income, leaving us with a massive debt as well
as unbelievable stress related health concerns. With the continuous changes in the Industry
mental health issues are arising from undue pressure created by these proposals including
depression and anxiety. Working  longer hours to compensate the loss of income, has declined
our social life completely impacting on our emotional and physical health. Our eating and
sleeping  habits are being forced to adapt to the Industry changes creating lack of sleep and
constant mental pressure. Hyper tension, headaches and lower back pain are related to our
physical health impacting the ability of working hours. We are truly concerned that these issues
could relate to future heart attacks, strokes or potential suicide (12 cases have already been
reported).

We are still seriously and personally involved in the taxi industry as stated above. We have
worked hard since the beginning and harder than ever especially now due to the increased
competition.
We followed all regulations imposed to enter the Industry and paid taxes on time. We are
dedicating all our resources in operating and driving the business forward.

Still operating a double shift taxi on the road we have with no doubt experienced the
consequences of the disastrous reforms. From our perspective, the percentage of people hailing a
taxi on the road has declined by at least 70% compared to only 2 years ago, radio jobs (in our
case Silver Top) have decreased by at least 50%. To survive nowadays industry it is crucial to
rely on private customers, even though that is not the purpose of a taxi service (that was called a
pre-booked hire car service), but even proving a high standard service it is still hard to compete
with the unlimited number of cars and network service providers. Comparing the income, of a
24/7 running taxi, of years previous to the reforms, it has declined by a rough estimate of around
40% but operational costs have remained the same. (Network service providers, insurance,
maintenance costs of vehicle, etc)

 Without having the operating costs that apply to the rest of the Taxi and Hire car Industry, Uber,
Ola, Didi and others have been able to offer their services far more cheaply than would otherwise
be possible and as such, have gained significant market share. Taxis have kept their prices stable
and consistent with regulation rules; ridesharing services haven’t. All Taxi owners are expected
to pay taxes and other payments; ridesharing services don’t.

The fine empty words of the government, “fairness”, and creating a “level playing field”, showed
promise and have delivered nothing but pain and grief.
We only want to be adequately compensated for the compulsory government acquisition of
privately owned assets, which the government itself pegged at a high level, and from which the
government garnered huge financial rewards, and now, has decided unilaterally, are to be
deemed worth only a fraction of the cost.

Thank you for taking in consideration our words,

Sacha Matarazzo                                                          Gianluca Matarazzo




